
Paradise 591 

Chapter 591: Fight! 

 

“Be ready to fight, it’ll only take 10 minutes for the Puppet Vine to get here.” Lin Huang said to them as 

he heard what Bloody said. 

“Let’s follow our plan of killing the monsters at the entrance.” Yi Zheng nodded at them. 

They then returned to the entrance on the first underground floor and stood in formation that they 

discussed while waiting for the Puppet Vine patiently. 

Lin Huang and Lancelot stood in front while Leng Yuexin and the rest stood behind while Yi Zheng stood 

last in the formation. 

“Remember, attack the Puppet Vine’s puppets. We must chop off their heads, other attacks are 

redundant. These puppets don’t feel pain so it’s useless to attack any parts of their bodies. Chopping off 

their head would cut off the puppet thread.” Lin Huang reminded them again. 

Lin Huang had mentioned that to them before but he wanted to emphasize that before the battle 

started. All of them nodded at him with all seriousness as they knew the battle would be a tough one. 

On their side, they only had six of them including Lancelot while the Puppet Vine had more than 3,000 

puppets with five immortal-level monsters among them. 

Bloody removed the projection on the first underground floor, it was complete silence in there. They 

could even hear Li Lang and the rest’s nervous breath. 

“They’re here!” 

As Lin Huang said that, they looked at the entrance while holding tight to their weapons. In less than 

three seconds, there were buzzing sound coming from the well on top. Within a second, there were 

insect monsters that looked like mosquitoes appearing at the bottom of the well. They had a low 

combat level as two were at the crimson flame-level while another was at the blue flame-level. It was 

obvious that these three monsters were just pathfinders. 

Before the three monsters could see them clearly, Lin Huang attacked first. A white glow flashed in the 

air, and the monster heads were chopped off, falling onto the ground before they could even make a 

sound. Lin Huang was so fast that they were shocked, even Leng Yuexin did not see him swinging his 

sword. He then kept the monster carcasses wearing an expressionless face while waiting for the next 

monster to come. 

“Usually the Puppet Vine would have its guard up when its pathfinders are killed so it would send more 

pathfinders later to find out what happened. To prevent it from finding out what happened, I’ll kill the 

pathfinders as soon as I could so it won’t know what happened. It would definitely attack us without a 

doubt if it finds out that there are only six of us.” Lin Huang told them the reason why he killed the three 

monsters in one hit earlier. 

As expected, the Puppet Vine send more pathfinders without showing itself. The pathfinders this one 

were still insect monsters but they were five different types of them. All of them could fly and the most 



powerful one was gold flame-level. However, all five of them were immediately killed by Lin Huang as 

soon as they got to the bottom of the well. The sword in his hand was now not unlike white lightning. It 

was so quick that even Yi Zheng did not see the attack and the battle had ended. 

Lin Huang’s performance shocked all of them. 

“The third wave won’t be this easy anymore…” A man with silver hair appeared next to Lin Huang as he 

spoke. The man looked like he was in his early twenties. He had silver hair and wore a black robe, good 

looking but cold. He gave the impression that he was hard to talk to. Lancelot who had been 

expressionless looked at the silver-haired man as he appeared while the rest looked at him too. 

“This is Bai, he’s my partner.” Lin Huang did not say too much. Bai looked at them and nodded lightly. 

“This guy looks exactly the same as a human…” Yi Yeyu and the rest knew what Lin Huang meant by 

‘partner’, they realized that Bai was no different than humans after observing him. 

“No matter how many monsters are coming in the next wave, you and Lancelot will help me kill them as 

soon as possible. Also, these monsters are all puppets. You’ll have to chop off their heads, attacking 

other parts of their body wouldn’t do anything.” Lin Huang instructed. 

“Hmm.” Bai nodded. 

As Lin Huang had yet instructed them, they were buzzing sound coming above. It sounded like there 

were more than ten flying monsters on top. As the entrance was small, the pathfinders could not come 

all at once so they came down one by one. As the two monsters landed at the bottom of the well, Lin 

Huang, Bai and Lancelot attacked together. 

A white glow, a couple of bloody glows and a dark red glow flashed in the air. As soon as the two 

pathfinders were killed, a couple of red glow crawled up the well and strangled the ten monsters that 

were above the well. Their heads were separated from their bodies in the next second, and the 

annoying buzzing noise stopped as all the headless monsters fell to the bottom of the well. 

“The Vine Puppet would have known we’re tough by now so it might retreat together with its puppets 

or it might be furious and attack us.” Lin Huang said. 

“Perhaps this is the biggest difference that we have with an imperial censor. We don’t usually think of 

what the monsters would think during battles. All we know is to think about the monster’s weakness 

and how to fight now.” Yi Zheng realized that Lin Huang’s way of thinking was different from others. 

“Don’t underestimate the intelligence of monsters. Many of them are as intelligent as human and some 

of them are even smarter than humans.” Lin Huang did not explain much. Most of his summoning 

monsters were comparable with humans while Bloody and Clown who possessed Supreme Intelligence 

were far smarter than a regular human. 

“The Puppet Vine is intelligent too. It’s highly possible that it would retreat as its pathfinders are killed 

continuously. But looking at the special circumstances like the blood sacrifice, it might choose to fight 

instead.” Lin Huang frowned. 

The entrance was silent once again. After a long time, there was nothing coming to the well. 



“Did they retreat?” Lin Huang asked Bloody. Bloody then projected the scene on top of the well. The 

Puppet Vine stood not far away with all sorts of puppets around it. Thousands of monsters surrounded 

the well, they had never left. The Puppet Vine seemed to be thinking whether it should retreat. Yi Zheng 

and the rest were concerned as they looked at the number of monsters in the projection. They knew 

that if the Puppet Vine decided to fight, Lin Huang and his two summoning monsters would not be able 

to handle them while the rest of them could not just watch the battle like they did earlier. 

Chapter 592: The Immortal-Level Monster Has Arrived 

 

After minutes of hesitation, the Puppet Vine seemed to have made its decision. Its body that was on the 

ground stood up without making any noise, less than 10 meters away from the well. The parasites that 

were controlled with the threads jumped into the well one after the other. Lin Huang and the rest held 

their weapons tight when they saw the first monster in the bottom of the well on the first underground 

floor from Bloody’s projection. 

The projection in front of Lin Huang faded away. Next second, a few monsters landed at the bottom of 

the well at the same time. The fight had started! Red glows flashed through the air, the monsters that 

had just landed had their heads chopped off. Their powerful bodies were now carcasses. Blood 

completely absorbed the qi-blood in the puppets when it attacked. To it, it was nothing different 

compared to chopping off their heads. A body without qi-blood was equivalent to a dead human body 

that was oxidized for thousands of years. Even a three-year-old could crush the body with a toy 

hammer. 

However, Bloody’s ability had shocked Yi Zheng and the rest. As the first batch of monsters was killed, 

the second batch was sent next second. It was Lancelot who attacked this time, the monsters’ heads 

were chopped off with a swing of sword. There was dark red mist coming out of Lancelot’s body, Yi 

Zheng, and Leng Yuexin were fearful of his aura. Soon the third batch of monsters were sent, it was 

Bloody who attacked again. The fourth batch was then handled by Lancelot. The both took turns as they 

agreed before so that they got to show their abilities according. 

As the well was small, there were just small amounts of monsters come to each of them. Sometimes 

there were six to seven of them, sometimes there were just three monsters. 

Lin Huang did not have to move at all while Bai and Lancelot did not seem to be tired at all. Lin Huang 

chose the both of them due to their special physique. To Bloody, its energy was endless as long as it was 

provided with sufficient qi-blood while Lancelot could gain energy from killing. 

Meanwhile, as Lin Huang’s Life Wheels were connected to his monsters, as long as they did not stop 

killing and absorbed Life Light, the Life Power within his body would be refilled endlessly. Of course, that 

did not mean the three of them were invincible just because their energy was not drained. They would 

be tired eventually. Lin Huang did not fight as he did not have to while another reason was he wanted to 

save his energy for later. 

Bai and Lancelot did not give their all as monsters below immortal-level were nothing to them. They 

basically killed all of the monsters within mere seconds. After losing hundreds of puppets, the Puppet 

Vine saw what was happening at the bottom of the well through the puppets’ eyes. 



“Human… Be my puppets!” The Puppet Vine said when it saw Lin Huang and the rest. 

To many parasite monsters that could retrieve memories, the higher the intelligence of host the better 

as it could read more information and learn more from the host. The parasitic monsters loved hosts like 

humans as they had exceptional learning abilities as there were many things in the human world that 

they could not learn from monsters. The Puppet Vine was over the moon when it found out there were 

human in this site. However, it soon realized that it would be a tough battle. 

After carefully thinking it over, the Puppet Vine made its decision. Five of its immortal-level puppets 

shrunk themselves and jumped into the well. Since holy fire-level monsters could not fight them, the 

Puppet Vine thought it would have to use immortal-level puppets instead. 

“There’re five immortal-level puppets coming our way!” Bloody said to Lin Huang, Bai and Lancelot. 

Soon, the five immortal-level puppets landed at the bottom of the well. Two of them were human but 

their combat level was low with one at immortal-level rank-1 while the other was at immortal-level 

rank-2. Meanwhile, there was a fiend, a mutated beast that looked like a lizard and a colorful monster 

that looked like a snake, seemingly venomous. Aside from the two humans, the other three puppets 

shrunk themselves before entering. 

However, the two humans clad in a black robe, making Lin Huang and the rest think that they were 

human-type monsters. They only found out that they were human when they saw the relics that the two 

humans were holding. Monsters could not activate human’s relics. 

“Fight!” 

As Lin Huang shouted, Bai, Lancelot and himself attacked the five monsters without hesitation. Bai was 

fighting the mutated beast and the human while Lancelot fought the other human along with the snake. 

Lin Huang fought the fiend on his own. 

Among the five monsters, the fiend was the most powerful as it was an immortal-level rank-3 monster. 

It was a Terraflame Fiend, completely red without legs but had four other limbs instead. Its eyes were 

flaming while its body levitated less than ten centimeters from the ground. It might not be able to enter 

the well if it did not shrink itself. Lin Huang did not hold back and dashed towards the Terraflame Fiend 

with his sword. A white Life Power glow covered his sword and transformed it into a gigantic sword as it 

collided with the Terraflame Fiend’s punch. 

“Ka-cha…” 

A light cracking sound was heard, Yi Zheng and rest saw a crack on the Terraflame Fiend’s first. Lin 

Huang could do this to an immortal-level rank-3 fiend with just a simple swing of the sword without a 

sword skill?! They learned something new about Lin Huang’s ability. However, Lin Huang did not care 

about what the attack did as he swung his sword again and again, seemingly so fast that they could only 

see his afterimage. 

They could not tell how many times had Lin Huang swing his sword. Soon, he kept his sword and backed 

off. Just when they were thinking what Lin Huang was doing, the Terraflame Fiend’s body collapsed and 

exploded. Blood that seemed like lava spilled all over the ground. 

Chapter 593: Trouble Is Here 



 

Killed in a second! Lin Huang killed the immortal-level Terraflame Fiend in a second! Although he had 

swung his sword hundreds of times, it only took one second. Yi Zheng and the rest were stunned to see 

that, as Lin Huang’s ability seemed bizarre to them. 

“So he had never given his all before this.” Yi Zheng looked at Lin Huang and realized that his talent that 

he had been proud of since young was nothing compared to Lin Huang. 

“He’s the true supreme genius, he would rank on top even in the core zone.” Leng Yuexin mumbled to 

herself. 

“I’m thinking if he could kill god when he reached imperial-level.” Yi Yeyu teased. 

“If he really could kill God, nobody will be able to fight him in Division 7 when he reaches imperial-level.” 

Li Lang forced out a smile, their differences were just too big. 

“Division 7 isn’t his place to shine. He doesn’t need to wait until he reacts imperial-level, I suppose 

nobody could even take him on in Division 7 now.” Leng Yuexin shook her head. 

Lin Huang did not tell them about his plan of leaving Division 7 soon. Asking them to join the adventure 

in these ruins was actually a farewell gift to all of them. He planned to break the news at the end of their 

journey in the ruins. As he killed the monster under on the first underground floor, Bai and Lancelot 

were still fighting hard. Bloody projected the scene outside the well again. 

The Puppet Vine was making up its mind whether to enter the well. It was terrified when it saw Lin 

Huang killing the Terraflame Fiend within a second. The Terraflame Fiend was its most powerful puppet 

as it took much effort to capture. However, Lin Huang killing it in one second had it second-guessing its 

decision to go into the well. It was in a pickle as it was desired to capture human puppets. 

Lin Huang killed the Terraflame Fiend in one second in order to make the Puppet Vine back off. 

However, it seemed like it was insufficient. Looking at the Puppet Vine’s expression in the projection, Lin 

Huang smirked as he was ready to give it a show. Life Power filled his sword again and Lin Huang 

disappeared from where he was. At the very next second, his sword slashed through to human puppet’s 

head. He had scored another kill in a second once again! He then used his back hand to chop off the 

immortal-level rank-1 human puppet’s head. 

The Puppet Vine then recalled its remaining two immortal-level puppets immediately. The two 

immortal-level puppets flew up and disappeared from the well. After recalling its two immortal-level 

puppets, the Puppet Vine left with its puppets without thinking twice. The well that was crowded was 

now silent again. Yi Zheng and the rest were relieved to see the Puppet Vine left with all its puppets 

from Bloody’s projection. 

“I thought the battle would be a tough one luckily the Puppet Vine left on its own.” Yi Yeyu kept her 

saber that she was holding.” 

“It didn’t leave on its own, Lin Huang made it leave.” Li Lang laughed. 

“Killing an immortal-level rank-3 monster, you’ve been keeping this a secret for too long.” Yi Zheng 

turned around to look at Lin Huang. 



“Oh well, I must scare the Puppet Vine away. That’s the only way to do it.” Lin Huang shook his head and 

smiled. 

“Since the Puppet Vine has left, we should be safe as long as there arent anymore monsters coming to 

us for the next couple of hours. That being said, we should still be careful and watch the site closely. 

“Leng Yuexin was still tensed. 

Lin Huang agreed with Leng Yuexin, scaring the Puppet Vine off did not mean they would be safe so the 

next couple of hours. 

“Bloody, continue to monitor this site and inform me as long as something is happening.” Lin Huang 

instructed Bloody. 

They returned to the second underground floor after scaring the Puppet Vine away while they waited 

for the sun to rise. As long as they got through tonight, they would not have to worry for the entire 

month. 

… 

An hour later, the Puppet Vine leading its puppet army and arrived at a medium site 2,000 kilometers 

away. It went into the entrance without thinking twice as soon as it arrived. Few minutes later, a bloody 

snake that was the size of an adult dinger came out of the well. Its bloody eyes looked far into the site 

where Lin Huang and the rest were. 

“A human genius? The god would be happy if we bring him to the blood sacrifice!” 

Just when it said this, countless monsters dashed out of the well. There were tens of thousands of them, 

the Puppet Vine was one of them. There were another six monsters with an aura that was similar to the 

Puppet Vine. The snake dashed and arrived on top of a dragon skeleton’s head. It then roared into the 

sky with volume that did not match its body size. As the loud roar sounded, the monster army flew up 

into the sky and headed towards the site where Lin Huang and the rest were hiding. 

… 

As an hour of silence went by, they finally relaxed when it was almost 3 a.m. 

“Two more hours before the sun rises, we’re almost there.” Li Lang said to them with a smile. 

Suddenly, Lin Huang had a change of expression. 

“What?!” 

He knew from Bloody that the monster army was approaching. 

“Trouble is here! The Puppet Vine is only an imperial-level monster’s follower, it told the imperial-level 

monsters about us and now they’re coming with an army!” 

“Lin Huang stop messing around, this isn’t funny at all.” Li Lang said. 

Yi Zheng, Yi Yeyu, and Leng Yuexin looked at Lin Huang upset, they knew he would definitely not joke 

about something like this. 



“Project it.” Lin Huang patted Bloody’s head, Bloody projected the scene of the monster army that was 

coming for them. 

In the projection, there were countless gigantic monsters dashing towards them, including the Puppet 

Vine that escaped an hour ago. 

“The leader of the monster army is that bloody snake, it’s an imperial-level. Including the Puppet Vine, it 

has seven immortal-level followers, with the most powerful one being the immortal-level rank-8 dragon 

skeleton while the immortal-level rank-4 Puppet Vine that attacked us is the least powerful one.” Lin 

Huang pointed at the projection and told the information that Bloody told him. 

“There are 30,000 of them, all of them above holy fire-level, and most of them being above the blue 

flame-level. They’ll need eighty minutes at most to arrive!” 

Chapter 594: Stay 

 

Yi Zheng and the rest were upset when they knew about the monster army that was coming to them. 

“What should we do now, run to other sites?” Yi Yeyu asked. 

“Bloody, what’s the situation in other sites?” Lin Huang looked at Bloody. 

Bloody then projected the scenes of the other six sites. In the projection, all of the sites were occupied 

by monster armies. 

As soon as the blood sacrifice commenced, the underground room seemed to be the only safe place. No 

matter living or dead, everything on the ground would become a sacrifice for the three demigod 

remnants and the mysterious monster. Therefore, all of the monsters that won the battle would hide 

underground that was nearby the foothold. 

Yi Zheng and the rest frowned when they looked at the projection. 

“No.1, No.3, No.4, and No.7 are all occupied by imperial-level monsters, only No.2 and No.6 are 

occupied by immortal-level monsters. However, regardless of whether we go to sites No.2 or No.6, we’d 

still be surrounded by thousands of holy fire-level monsters. The site with the least monsters would be 

No.2 but there are still more than 8,000 of them…” Bloody gave the statistics but Lin Huang immediately 

interrupted. 

“The number doesn’t matter anymore, we shouldn’t go to any of the six sites. No matter which site we 

go to, we’ll be drowned in thousands and even tens of thousands of monsters. I could save myself by 

using Transformation Card but I can’t protect all of you.” 

“There’s nowhere that we can run to…” Yi Zheng said the truth after a moment of silence. 

“The least powerful leader occupying these sites is an immortal-level rank-7 monster with more than 

three immortal-level monsters with them. Their followers are blue flame-level monsters at most. No 

matter which site we go, I can’t live for more than 10 seconds.” Li Lang knew that himself. 



“Lin Huang, I know you’re unwilling to leave but it seems like leaving is the only option now. It’s not 

worth it if we die here, we can come back next year when we’re ready.” Yi Yeyu wanted to leave. 

“Since going to other sites are impossible, we can stay in this site that we’re at right now.” Lin Huang 

insisted. 

The rest turned silent again. 

“Let’s hear your plan then.” Leng Yuexin spoke when Yi Zheng was going to persuade Lin Huang to leave. 

“Let’s look at the case with the size of the well again. As long as we’re not surrounded, the number of 

monsters doesn’t really matter. The size of the well has limited the number of monsters that can come 

in each time, so no matter there are ten thousand or a million monsters out there, there’ll only be a 

fixed amount of monsters coming at us at once. All we have to do is to survive until the sun rises around 

5 a.m. It’s past 3 a.m. now and it’ll take the monsters an hour and twenty minutes to arrive here. They’ll 

get here around 4:30 a.m. which means we’ll only have to hold on for an hour.” Lin Huang voiced out his 

plan. 

“But the biggest issue we have now isn’t the number of monsters and the time we have to stand guard, 

it’s their combat level. What do you plan to do to the imperial-level monster? It’ll definitely fight if its 

followers can’t get through the well by the sun rises.” Leng Yuexin looked at Lin Huang when she asked 

that. 

“Use the God Crasher, it should be able to kill an imperial-level monster.” It was Bloody who gave Lin 

Huang the suggestion. 

All of them were stunned to hear that, they almost forgot about the God Crasher. 

“Even if the God Crasher manages to kill the imperial-level snake, what do we do to the immortal-level 

monsters? The leader has seven immortal-level followers, and the most powerful one is an immortal-

level rank-8 monster.” Leng Yuexin asked. 

“Let me handle the immortal-level monsters, you guys can help Bai and Lancelot to kill the rest.” Lin 

Huang decided to carry the biggest responsibility. 

Leng Yuexin did not say a word as she looked at Lin Huang. 

“You can handle an immortal-level rank-8 monster?” It was Yi Yeyu who asked the question. 

“I should be able to if I use my ultimate move!” Lin Huang nodded. 

All of them were speechless, they did not imagine his ultimate move to be that powerful. 

“So… Can you kill an imperial-level monster with your ultimate move?” Li Lang asked a stupid question. 

“Do you think I’m the reincarnation of a god?” Lin Huang glared at Li Lang. 

They were relieved to hear Lin Huang’s reply. They were doubtful of the existence of supreme genius 

before seeing Lin Huang killing an immortal-level rank-4 monster. However, after witnessing him doing 

that, they would believe him even if he said he could kill an imperial-level monster. Fortunately, he 

denied his ability which made them realized that there was a limit even to Lin Huang’s ability. 



“It’s impossible for me to fight an imperial-level even using my ultimate move. That’s why I thought of 

using the God Crasher to kill it. It’s such a waste that the God Crasher can’t be used more often or I’d 

use it to kill the immortal-level monsters as well.” Lin Huang admitted the truth. 

“It’s not that terrible that we have a God Crasher with us. It’s monitored by the Union Government, 

making it impossible to find on the market. It wouldn’t have been gotten rid of during the war if it hadn’t 

been used for so many times and we wouldn’t find it.” Yi Zheng explained in all seriousness, he was 

excited to talk about military matters. 

“I think it won’t be a total loss for us. Although the monster army is terrifying, have powerful imperial 

and immortal-level monsters as well as a massive monster horde with them, we’ll have a safe month as 

long as we manage to get through an hour of their onslaught. I think it’s workable. But of course, I’ll 

respect your decisions if any of you are unwilling to stay and take the risk. I’ll bring all of us out of this 

site.” Lin Huang looked at Yi Zheng before looking at the rest. 

“Let’s vote. Those who want out, raise your hand.” Yi Zheng said out of nowhere. Leng Yuexin and Yi 

Yeyu held their heads down without raising their hands, neither did Yi Zheng. Meanwhile, Li Lang was 

hesitating. As he realized nobody raised their hands, he stretched his body with his hand that was half 

raised. 

“I’m just stretching, don’t think too much okay.” Li Lang smiled awkwardly to them as he thought 

nobody noticed that he wanted out. 

“Alright then, since nobody is giving up… Let’s get crazy together, with me!” Lin Huang was relieved, he 

thought that they would want to give up and did not expect them to want to stay. 

Chapter 595: The Anus — An Opening at the End of the Abdomen 

 

It was 4:24 a.m., the quiet night was crowded again. After more than an hour of nerve-wracking wait, 

the imperial monster had arrived. The leader snaked brought its army of followed to the well that Lin 

Huang and the rest were hiding. More than 30,000 of them surrounded the well. Without having Bloody 

to project the situation, they could hear the roaring coming from the top of the well. Their faces turned 

pale when they saw the countless monsters in the projection. 

In the projection, the snake was flying on top of the well as it looked down. Since it did not find anything 

special, it dashed back onto the dragon skeleton’s head and roared. The roar sounded like a gigantic 

monster that was screaming its lung out, it did not match its tiny body at all. After it roared, a couple of 

flying monsters came out of the monster crowd and headed into the well. 

“Devil Flies!” Leng Yuexin’s pupils shrunk. 

The Devil Fly was an insect with transparent wings, it was a parasitic monster and was one of the fastest 

flying monsters among holy-fire level monsters who can only fly short distances. Aside from that, it also 

had intelligent flying skills. It was obvious that the snake did not send the Devil Flies to attack but to 

investigate what was happening. After all, it was possible that the humans that were hiding escaped 

after the Puppet Vine left more than two and a half hours ago. 



It only took the Devil Flies less than a second to arrive at the well that was a hundred meters before it 

saw Lin Huang and the rest who were hiding at the bottom of the well. Suddenly, a few red glows shot 

out of a silver-haired man’s back. The glows pierced through the Devil Flies’ heads before they could do 

anything. It was Bai who killed the pathfinders at the speed of light, the Devil Flies did not even manage 

to make a sound. 

The snake that was above the well seemed to realize what happened since the Devil Flies did not return. 

The snake looked down at the well again but there was nothing as the Devil Flies’ carcasses were already 

put away. The Devil Flies were blue and purple flame-level monsters. They now had a brand new 

perception toward humans as the Devil Flies were killed within seconds. 

The snake roared again after some hesitation. A couple of gold flame-level Devil Beetles flew out of the 

army. They were one of the holy fire-level monsters that had the most powerful defensive abilities and 

were experts in flying. Although their attacking abilities was nothing out of the extraordinary, they 

played the role of being the shields in battles. They were only gold flame-level but even an immortal-

level rank-2 would not be able to break through their defenses within a short period of time. 

The snake obviously wanted the Devil Beetles to block the attacks and get the other monsters to enter 

the well. If it did not do that, it would be the same as the Puppet Vine described where monsters were 

basically digging their own graves when they headed down the well. 

“Can you kill these Devil Beetles in one second?” Yi Zheng was concerned as with his own ability, he 

could only break the monsters’ defense with all he had but he would not be able to kill them. 

“No problem.” Lin Huang then looked at Lancelot. 

“The weakest part of the Devil Beetles is the opening at the end of their abdomen. Yes, it’s the anus.” 

The Devil Beetles shrunk from five meters long to one meter after they received the instruction before 

heading into the well. Soon, the Devil Beetles landed at the bottom of the well. As they were ready to 

attack when they saw Lin Huang and the rest, a couple of red glows from the sword came from their 

back. Then… (graphic content), the Devil Beetles were dead. The snake had been watching on top of the 

well, all it could see was that the Devil Beetles died immediately as soon as they got to the bottom of 

the well. It was stunned as the carcasses were gone. It saw the red glows as well but it had no idea what 

kind of attack that was. 

Lancelot used Saber Dao Territory so the attack happened out of nowhere as the monsters were within 

the area of effect. The attack was bizarre to the snake. Although it could not understand how the attack 

happened, the snake was sure that the attack was not that powerful. Aside from not being able to harm 

the snake, it would not work on most of its immortal-level followers. 

After some hesitation, the snake looked at its immortal-level follower. Since the Devil Beetles were 

killed in one second, it knew that it would be useless to send its holy fire-level monsters. It was not sure 

of the ability of the humans and was worried that it might lose its immortal-level monsters. However, it 

seemed like the humans under the well had restricted abilities which would not get its immortal-level 

followers killed. 

Lin Huang and the rest were watching the projection, they knew what the snake was going to do by 

looking at its action. 



“It’s going to send in immortal-level monsters!” Yi Zheng frowned while the rest looked concerned at Lin 

Huang. Nobody knew what ultimate move that Lin Huang was planning on performing. No matter how 

much trust they had on him, they were not sure if he could win the battle before he killed any immortal-

level rank-7 or immortal-level rank-8 monsters. 

Above the well, the snake instructed all the six immortal-level monsters aside from the dragon skeleton. 

Among the six immortal-level monsters, the Puppet Vine was unwilling to fight but it could not disobey 

the snake’s instruction. Meanwhile, the other five immortal-level monsters were excited as it had been a 

long time since they killed humans. They then shrunk their bodies and entered the well. The Puppet Vine 

decided to be the last one to enter. 

Yi Zheng and the rest clenched their fists as they watched the six immortal-level monsters come into the 

well on the projection. 

“Use the Transformation Card to upgrade my combat level and hide my transformation ability.” Lin 

Huang communicated with Xiao Hei secretly. As the instruction was given, his combat level rose 

tremendously. He leveled-up from white flame-level to gold flame-level within seconds. 

Sensing his aura that was rising, Yi Zheng and the rest were stunned before they looked at him in shock. 

“Gold flame-level?!” As Yi Zheng was a purple flame-level, his senses were the most sensitive and he 

was sure that Lin Huang’s current combat level had exceeded his. 

“He leveled-up four ranks at once!” Leng Yuexin was shocked, she had never heard of such secret skill. 

Yi Yeyu and Li Lang only sensed that Lin Huang’s combat level had increased tremendously but they had 

no idea which level he was on now. The both of them looked shocked as they had their mouths wide 

opened. 

Just as Lin Huang transformed, the six immortal-level monsters landed at the bottom of the well… 

Chapter 596: Doomed 

 

Among the six immortal-level monster, the most powerful one was the immortal-level rank-7 Onyx Rat. 

To be exact, it was monster that looked like a rat with black hair. Naturally, it was much bigger than the 

normal rats. Excluding its tail, it was over two meters long after it was being shrunk. It was at least seven 

to eight meters long when it was above the well. It was a mutated beast rat, a monster that was cruel 

where it would eat almost everything and it was violent. It would eat all preys within its field of vision no 

matter what type of monster the preys were. 

Although it looked ordinary with its black hair, its ability was terrifying and it was a dangerous monster. 

Meanwhile, the remaining immortal-level monsters were a snake monster, a blue scorpion, a red spider, 

a spirit monster in a white robe and the Puppet Vine that they encountered earlier. the snake and the 

spirit monsters were both immortal-level rank-6 while the scorpion and the spider were immortal-level 

rank-5. The Puppet Vine was the least powerful one among them which was only immortal-level rank-4. 

However, it had two immortal-level puppets with it. Although it had yet to summon them, their 

combined abilities would be nothing lesser than an immortal-level rank-5 monster. The imperial-level 

snake’s followers were all powerful. 



Under the well in the No.5 site, Lin Huang who had transformed into gold flame-level held a sword with 

golden lightning on it. As the six immortal-level monsters landed at the bottom of the well, Lin Huang 

moved. 

“Thunder Eclipse!” 

His body seemed to merge with his words as he dashed like golden lightning. Within seconds, a golden 

glow flashed at the bottom of the well and a golden arc was produced. The attack was so fast that even 

Li Lang and Leng Yuexin did not catch Lin Huang’s movement. All they saw was the golden arc in the air. 

Lin Huang performed his ultimate move as soon as he attacked. Thunder Eclipse was a merged skill that 

he came up by combining many sword skills such as Thunder Sting including sword skills from his 

monsters. It was an exceedingly fast sword skill. Although he had yet to complete the integration, its 

speed and power were dozens of times faster than Thunder Sting. The reason why he used this was 

simple, he wanted to kill the monsters as soon as he could. All six monsters were immortal-level with 

the least powerful of them being an immortal-level rank-4 monster. If any of them managed to break 

their formation, Yi Zheng and the rest would not be able to handle the monsters. 

The snake and the dragon skeleton were watching from above the well. The dragon skeleton’s iced blue 

pupils shrunk when it saw Lin Huang’s attack, even the snake showed a shocked expression that looked 

like a human. It did not expect the human that was hiding underground to have such an ability. As the 

golden glow was slashed in the air, besides the immortal-level rank-7 Onyx Rat, the remaining five died 

immediately. Suddenly, blood of varying colors splashed on the ground, the bottom of the well was now 

colorful. 

“How great would it be if I didn’t come to them a few hours back…” 

Puppet Vine looked at its body that was chopped into pieces in regret. It accidentally offended a mad 

killer which now ended its life. The other monsters were in shock as they were killed before they could 

even do anything. The Onyx Rat lowered its body as it looked at Lin Huang in death. Although it did not 

die, there was blood coming out of its abdomen. 

Yi Zheng and the rest were stunned when they saw Lin Huang killing five immortal-level rank-4 to rank-6 

monsters while injuring an immortal-level rank-7 monster with a swing of the sword. It was not because 

his opponents were weak but instead, it was because Lin Huang was too powerful! He was possibly the 

most powerful person ever! 

“Such stunning effect after his secret skill upgrade. Does this mean there won’t be any immortal-level 

monsters that can fight him if he reaches the gold flame-level in the future?!” Yi Zheng and the rest 

thought to themselves. 

Yi Yeyu would think that it was a lie if somebody were to say that a gold flame-level person could kill an 

immortal-level rank-9 monster. However, she definitely thought Lin Huang could do that now. Lin Huang 

frowned as the rat was still alive, as his attack did not live up to his expectations. 

“Looks like the skill need to be polished, it’s still not powerful enough.” 



Above the well, the snake was impatient as it watched its five immortal-level followers killed. If it did not 

attack itself soon, the rat would die and the only immortal-level follower that it would only be left with 

would be the dragon skeleton. 

As it thought about that, it used its tail and patted the dragon skeleton’s head. The dragon skeleton 

shrunk its body and entered the well. Lin Huang was still in the battle in the rat so he did not see 

Bloody’s projection, but Yi Zheng and the rest were watching it. Yi Yeyu took out the God Crashed that 

she prepared without thinking twice. 

“Lin Huang, move!” Yi Zheng stood behind the God Crasher as he shouted, adjusted the cannon and 

aimed at the bottom of the well. 

Lin Huang pulled Bai and Lancelot as he teleported behind the God Crasher. Almost right after Lin Huang 

moved, the snake who rode on top of the dragon skeleton’s head landed at the bottom of the well. Yi 

Zheng fired the God Crasher without hesitation. There were sparks that looked like meteors in the air, 

they drowned the rat that was dying together with the snake and dragon skeleton. 

“Bang!” 

A loud thud exploded, the ground was shaking like it was an intense earthquake. 

The ground where Lin Huang and the rest were standing cracked, it felt like it would collapse at any 

moment. They did not have the time to worry whether the site was going to collapse as they watched 

the direction where the cannon was fired. They wanted to know if the imperial-level snake was skilled. 

Soon, a red glow shot among the spark and dashed towards Lin Huang directly before the spark faded 

away. They did not see what happened but Lin Huang saw that the snake was still alive. Although it had 

blood all over its body and it was burnt, he was sure that it was still alive! 

As the snake dashed out of the spark, it shot a deadly glare at Lin Huang and the rest. Eventually, its eyes 

stopped at Yi Zheng who fired the cannon and dashed towards him. 

“We’re doomed…” 

Lin Huang’s back had cold sweat when he realized that the imperial-level snake was still alive. He knew 

that Yi Zheng and the rest would be killed immediately as they could not fight the snake. He then 

blocked in front of Yi Zheng with his sword and swung it at the snake with Thunder Eclipse… 

Chapter 597: Losing With Just One Hit? 

 

A bright red glow collided with the golden sword glow like thunder. The first underground floor was 

shaking from the collision, and the corridor was filled with cracks, looking like it could collapse at any 

time. As soon as a loud bang was heard, the bright golden glow was engulfed by a bloody glow. The 

golden shadow was shot back a more than a hundred meters into the first underground floor’s corridor 

before eventually landing on the wall. The wall that was additionally reinforced even collapsed from the 

collision, as cracks that looked like a spider’s web expanded several meters away. 

“Lin Huang!” Yi Zheng and the rest shouted. The shadow that was shot out was him. From that one 

collision with the snake, Lin Huang realized the huge difference between an immortal-level and an 



imperial-level monster. The feeling when his sword collided with the snake felt like a person was being 

hit by a train, struck by unsurmountable force. His hand that was holding the sword exploded into a 

bloody mist, and his organs were affected as well. With his heart almost stopping, he spat out blood. His 

body was thrown away by that unstoppable force before it landed on the wall. Lin Huang had no idea 

how many broken bones he had in his body now. 

That one hit alone finished Lin Huang. The major difference in ability could not be made up with certain 

skills or any other way. After the snake defeated Lin Huang in a single hit, its ruby eyes glared at Yi Zheng 

again. They did not dare to move as they knew any movement would trigger the snake’s attack. Lin 

Huang was already dying from that one attack so Yi Zheng and the rest were in despair. His glory of 

killing five immortal-level monsters in a swing of the sword was now gone because of the snake. That 

was testament to the snake’s strength, they definitely could not fight it. 

Bai and Lancelot stood where they were, knowing full well that Lin Huang did not die. If he was dead, 

both of them would disappear. However, they could not initiate the attack at this moment as the enemy 

was overpowering; whoever moved would be asking for death. Yi Zheng knew the only thing that could 

turn the table around was the God Crasher before him but he was not sure if the God Crasher could 

even fire one more time. 

Meanwhile, the snake glared at Yi Zheng was who the one who attacked it in the first place, ignoring the 

rest. Naturally, that was because Bai and Lancelot held back their aura, or else they would turn into the 

snake’s snack. Although Yi Zheng tried his best not to look at the God Crasher, his eyes betrayed him. 

Him peeking at the God Crasher had shifted the snake’s attention. 

“So… This is probably the thing that you used to attack me?” The snake’s voice echoed in the corridor of 

the first underground floor. It sounded like a mature man with a deep voice, which was completely 

mismatched to its size. 

Yi Zheng and the rest were surprised to hear that. As long as they lost the God Crasher, that would mean 

they had completely lost the battle as Lin Huang was ‘killed’ by the snake. 

“Guess I’m right.” The snake seemed to be intelligent as it figured out the answer from their 

expressions. 

Suddenly, the snake opened its mouth. A red glow shot out and engulfed the God Crasher. As soon as 

the red glow disappeared, the God Crasher was broken into pieces. 

Since the snake was not sure if they could control the God Crasher from afar, it destroyed it instead of 

claiming it as its own. 

“Now, we’ll talk about the price you’ll have to pay for hurting me earlier.” The snake looked at Yi Zheng 

with its ruby eyes, face wearing an insulting expression after destroying the God Crasher. They were in 

despair when they saw the God Crasher getting destroyed. 

“In the end, we can’t escape death. We’re dying in this grade-5 ruin that nobody knows about…” Li Lang 

forced out a smile. This was what the rest was thinking about as well. 

“Since you’ve all realized that, let me send you off.” The snake said but as it opened its mouth, another 

voice was heard. 



“Hey little worm, our fight hasn’t ended yet.” Lin Huang came out of the sunken wall a hundred meters 

away, his injured body now almost healed. Even his arm that had gone through an explosion was healed 

like it was brand new, while his sleeve revealed the muscles on his right arm. He extended his hand, and 

his sword that was pierced into the wall nearby returned to his hand. The collision earlier only left a tiny 

crack on his supreme sword. 

“Enhanced Regeneration? No… This seems to be something more powerful than that…” The snake was 

surprised and began checking Lin Huang out with its ruby eyes. 

“Only a gold flame-level but you’ve managed to defend yourself against my attack. It seems like you’re a 

supreme genius in the human world. I’ll have some amazing memories if I engulf you, I’ve never eaten a 

human supreme genius before…” The snake seemed to be interested in Lin Huang as it observed. 

“Eat me? That depends if you have the ability to even do such a thing!” Lin Huang replied as his aura 

tremendously increased once more. Within mere seconds, his combat level increased from gold flame-

level to immortal-level rank-3. 

He secretly communicated with Xiao Hei and used three Provisional Combat Strength Upgrade Cards, it 

was the maximum number of cards that could be used at once. The six Provisional Combat Strength 

Upgrade Cards that he had were now halved. Seeing Lin Huang’s aura, Yi Zheng and the rest were 

shocked as they knew he used a secret skill to increase his combat level by four ranks but now, he 

upgraded his combat level for the second time?! 

The snake did not know Lin Huang’s real combat level was only at the white flame-level. It felt like 

something was odd when it sensed his aura increasing. 

“Upgrading your combat level with a secret skill? Even if you upgraded to immortal-level rank-3, you’re 

still a ways to go from the imperial-level.” The snake soon snapped out of its doubt. 

“You have no say in that.” Lin Huang put away his sword and took out his ancient relic Air Slicer. 

He obtained this from the black-robed leader who attacked the White Capital earlier. He had never used 

it as the Life Power of someone at the holy fire-level could not activate this ancient relic. He could finally 

use it as he was temporarily at the immortal-level. 

The snake wiped off the insulting expression it wore when it saw the ancient relic in Lin Huang’s hands, 

fear evidently showing in its ruby eyes… 

Chapter 598: He Must Win! 

 

Lin Huang gave his all in this battle. After activating a Transformation Card and three Provisional Combat 

Strength Upgrade Cards, he managed to get himself from white flame-level to immortal-level rank-3 

temporarily. The ancient relic sword that he was holding was the highest level relic that could be 

obtained by killing a triple mutated imperial-level monster. 

As he held the Air Slicer, he looked at the snake in all seriousness. The snake was only the size of an 

adult’s middle finger. Its base color was black with red patterns all over its body with eyes that were 



ruby red. It looked like an art piece that was placed on an office desk when it was not moving. Although 

it seemed harmless, Lin Huang knew about this monster. 

It was called the Eclipse Boa, a triple mutated monster with the ancient mutated beast Sky Boa’s 

bloodline. It maintained one size from birth to death and would not experience any changes to its body 

size. When it became an adult, its combat level would automatically be at the imperial-level and it would 

have powerful abilities. It would be quadruple mutated if it could create Godhead for Virtual God and 

become Solar Boa where it would be more powerful than most monsters of the same level. 

The Eclipse Boa that Lin Huang was looking at should have just turned adult not long ago. The Eclipse 

Boa’s body would transform for the third time when it reaches adulthood. The first transformation 

would give its black body red patterns. The second would cause blots of red spots to appear, not unlike 

ones that were drawn using a paintbrush while the last transformation would cause red spots all over its 

body, turning it into a red boa. The Eclipse Boa would reach its pinnacle when it completed its third 

transformation but the one before him was just at the first phase of adulthood. 

There were five ranks to imperial-level which were the black gold, crimson gold, white gold, and purple-

glow rank. The Eclipse Snake should be at the crimson gold-rank now. Since it was injured by the God 

Crasher earlier, its ability should only be as powerful as one at the black gold-rank now. Lin Huang had 

the confidence to fight it as he knew the facts well. Since he was able to kill a weaker immortal-level 

rank-4 monster when he was at the white flame-level, he could definitely take on an imperial-level 

monster since his combat level was now upgraded to immortal-level rank-3. 

The Eclipse Boa had its guard up when it saw the ancient relic that Lin Huang was holding. What it was 

fearful of was the relic but not Lin Huang’s ability. What could an immortal-level rank-3 do to it? Even a 

supreme genius would not be able to fight an immortal-level rank-9. Although the imperial-level black 

gold-rank was only a rank higher than an immortal-level rank-9, the difference was more like two ranks 

instead of one. Even a supreme genius would need to be at least an immortal-level rank-6 to fight the 

boa so there was nothing to be worried about since Lin Huang was only at immortal-level rank-3 now. 

The Eclipse Boat thought that only thing it had to be wary of was the ancient relic sword. 

As the monster and human looked at each for a few moments, they were analyzing each other in the 

heads. 

“Thunder Eclipse!” 

Lin Huang shouted and purple lightning surrounded his sword, to the extent that even his body was 

covered by a layer of purple lightning. 

“I thought you would have something new to show me so I can feel refreshed after your combat level 

has been upgraded. It’s the exact same thing as before, seems like I won’t have to waste my time 

anymore. Go to hell!” The Eclipse Boa teased. 

The Eclipse Boa then dashed towards Lin Huang in a red glow. It was like an arrow shooting into the air. 

Meanwhile, Lin Huang moved like purple lightning. A hundred meters long purple glow was seen in the 

corridor. As the two glows collided, the middle of the corridor was filled with the two colors, seeming 

like nobody was winning. The intense collision created shockwaves that shook the already collapsing 



ground that was. The walls that were initially cracked were now worse as the shockwaves rippled 

towards the corridor. 

Lancelot held his Dark Mirror without hesitation while Bai pulled the four of them under the well. As the 

force wave hit, Lancelot was thrown out onto the wall of the well. The Dark Mirror was barely defending 

them against the shockwave but Lancelot was determined to fight it as Li Lang and Yi Yeyu would not be 

able to live under such a strong shockwave. They might actually die if they were hit by the wave at such 

short distance. 

Bai noticed that and created a defensive layer with his Vampire Particles covering the inside of the Dark 

Mirror. The initial single layer of defense was now doubled. However, the situation did not seem to be 

better. 

“It’s not working, we’re not going to last long!” Bai frowned. 

Yi Zheng and the rest were concerned. 

“Let’s go out!” Leng Yuexin looked at the well. 

“But outside…” Yi Yeyu attempted to say something but she was interrupted by Yi Zheng. 

“Miss Leng is right, we have no other option that escaping the well.” Yi Yeyu and Li Lang no longer voice 

their disagreement after Yi Zheng said that. 

Suddenly, Lancelot’s Dark Mirror broke. He leaped and activated the Dark Mirror again but this time, he 

was aiming at the bottom of the well. As the shockwave hit on the Dark Mirror, Lancelot was throw out 

of the well a few times faster than what Bai encountered. The thousands of monsters looked at them as 

they appeared above the well with Bai and Lancelot. 

Lancelot blocked the Dark Mirror in front of them without hesitation. A black sphere floated in the air, 

no matter how the monsters attacked, they were not harmed at all. Instead, it reflected the monsters’ 

attacks. Some of the monsters did not manage to escape the attacks that were reflected and were killed 

immediately. 

“We’re finally safe now, that was scary.” Yi Yeyu was relieved as she knew that Lancelot’s Dark Mirror, 

now a black sphere could completely block out the attacks. 

“Imperial-level monsters are just too powerful. That was just the shockwave from the fight and it’s 

already enough to kill us.” Li Lang was traumatized as he thought about what they just witnessed. 

Yi Zheng and Leng Yuexin were silent as they looked at the well. 

“I wonder if Lin Huang would win…” Yi Zheng voiced his concern a while later. 

“He must win! If he doesn’t, all of us would die in this ruins.” Leng Yuexin looked at them and said. 

Chapter 599: Killing the Eclipse Boa! 

 

As Yi Zheng and the rest escaped from the underground, the fight between Lin Huang ad the Eclipse Boa 

continued on the first underground floor. Banging noises were heard underground. The Air Slicer that 



Lin Huang was holding transforming into a purple glow and collided with the red glow that transformed 

from the Eclipse Boa. Each collision would create an intense tremor. The thud that was as loud as 

thunder could be heard hundreds of meters away while the tremors that felt like an earthquake could 

be felt dozens of kilometers away. 

The first underground floor began to collapse as the duo fought. Gravel fell down from the top of the 

corridor as the walls collapsed. There were even cracks on the ground. The corridor was in a mess, and 

no part of it remained in a good condition. The duo backed off after another collision and Lin Huang 

glared deadly at the boa that was not far away. The Eclipse Boa was more powerful than he imagined. 

Although it was injured by the God Crasher, its abilities were no less than Lin Huang, even after his 

combat level had been upgraded. 

“An imperial-level monster is really something.” Lin Huang realized how powerful the monster was as it 

was his first time fighting against an imperial-level monster. His Thunder Eclipse was continuously 

upgrading during battle. Some of the parts that he had yet to master were now complete, all while its 

speed and strength grew more powerful. 

The Eclipse Boa was getting more and more fearful of Lin Huang now. It did not expect that an immortal-

level rank-3 could go toe-to-toe with it. It was obvious that Lin Huang was not merely a supreme genius. 

Aside from that, Lin Huang was gaining confidence as the fight continued. His sword skill was improving, 

and the wounds on the Eclipse Boa could not be healed as Lin Huang continued doing battle with it. As 

time passed, it was evidently on the losing side. 

However, the Eclipse Boa had not lost hope fighting an immortal-level rank-3 opponent. It knew fairly 

well that it would win the battle as long as it managed to endure the duration of Lin Huang’s secret skill. 

As it thought of this, the Eclipse Boa shot a deadly glare with its ruby-red eyes once more and dashed 

towards Lin Huang while glowing red. Lin Huang was in a trance — his Thunder Eclipse almost flawless in 

this battle. At least to him, it was flawless. It was now one with the Sword Dao and was one step away 

from perfection. 

Lin Huang dashed towards the Eclipse Boa as a purple lightning again. 

“Bang!” 

The collision this time had created a terrifying shockwave that exceeded the limit that the walls could 

take, causing them to completely collapse, leaving nothing behind on the first underground floor. Soon, 

the red and purple shadows shot out of the sky and clashed again. They were so fast that their 

movements could not be seen with the naked eye. Yi Zheng and the rest could only see the afterimages 

that were moving in the sky. 

Without the underground corridor acting as a barrier, the sound from their fight was now much louder 

than before. Every collision sounded like the Thunder God’s roar, causing even the clouds to fade from 

the shockwave. 

“It’s not safe here anymore! Let’s hide on the second underground floor.” Yi Zheng noticed Lancelot’s 

defenses beginning to tremble. Bai nodded and activated his Vampire Particles that transformed into 

arms, grabbing the rest before they headed underground while Lancelot tailed them from the back. 



There were monsters that came after them but they were immediately killed by Lancelot’s Saber Dao 

territory. The six of them arrived at the collapsed site and founded the entrance of the second 

underground floor, finally safe once more as they entered. 

Meanwhile, the fight between Lin Huang and the Eclipse Boa peaked in the sky. Their movements were 

limited by the corridor earlier, but they were no longer restricted in the sky. 

Their clashes became more frequent, a red and purple glow shooting sparks into the dark sky. Each clash 

would appear at a different place and a loud bang could be heard each time. Many holy fire-level 

monsters below their battle were killed from the shockwave, others were blown away, while some of 

them began escaping. 

“Thunder Eclipse!” 

Lin Huang shouted as he merged himself with the sword into a purple lightning and dashed, several 

times faster than before. Thunder Eclipse had finally reached its perfection during the battle, causing its 

speed and strength to become several times more powerful than before. This time, the red glow was 

shot into the ground from the collision. It was the first time Lin Huang seemed to be the victor in the 

battle. 

Lin Huang looked at the Eclipse Boa from afar. He knew that it had yet to unleash its powerful abilities 

but he was no longer afraid. In the hole that was hundreds of meters deep, the Eclipse Snake slowly got 

up and shot a deadly glare at Lin Huang with its ruby eyes. 

“I never would’ve thought that you could push me to my edge!” 

“Show me all you got or you’ll never have another chance.” Lin Huang looked at the Eclipse Boa with the 

gaze that an emperor would spare a peasant. 

“As you wish!” A gigantic red boa head appeared above the Eclipse Boa’s head. 

Lin Huang know that it was summoning its Life Castle. He dashed towards it, body not unlike purple 

lightning as a golden glow enveloped sword. As the head of the red boa that towered a thousand meters 

completed its formation, Lin Huang’s sword was completely covered in a golden sheen, not unlike a 

scorching summer sun. It was so bright that it made the surrounding look like it was daytime. 

“Moon Engulf!” 

“Flowing Fire Sword!” 

Both of them shouted at almost the same time. The head opened its mouth and absorbed everything 

around it like a black hole… 

Meanwhile, Lin Huang’s sword that shone like a sun collided with the head… 

A strong wind blew within hundreds of meters of them clashing, gravel was sent flying while other 

monsters that were escaping were sucked into the boa’s mouth. 

Suddenly, the golden sheen on the sword exploded, its glow shining hundreds of meters away. Soon, the 

wind stopped blowing and the golden sheen faded. The ruins were dark once more, the chaotic thunder 

no longer present. 



“Is it over?” 

Yi Zheng and the rest figured the fight ended as they did not hear anything on the second underground 

floor. Their hearts were beating as fast as a drum as they wondered — Who won the battle? 

They were relieved as Bai and Lancelot were still around, so Lin Huang was definitely still alive. However, 

nobody knew who exactly won. 

“You guys stay here, I’ll go take a look.” Yi Zheng suggested. 

“Let’s go together, we won’t be able to live if Lin Huang loses the battle. If he’s already won, it wouldn’t 

be dangerous if we go up.” Leng Yuexin’s plan was thorough and gained nodding approvals from Yi Yeyu 

and Li Lang. 

They then crawled from the collapsed site and looked around from a broken wall. A person was standing 

nearby. Lin Huang knew that they had left the underground floor but he remained unyielding, not 

turning around as he continued his gaze at the boa’s carcass. It was Lin Huang who won the battle. He 

had drained nine out of his ten Life Wheels to kill this monster. 

“Congratulations, you’ve obtained a new legendary-level card – Eclipse Boa!” 

“Would you like to extract the tinder?” 

Xiao Hei’s notification came. 

“Xiao Hei, does its tinder suit me?” Lin Huang did not expect to obtain a complete Monster Card and his 

concern was more regarding its tinder. 

“It depends on you. All I can say is that the Eclipse Boa is a powerful legendary-level monster with a 

good tinder that can be evolved. To a certain extent, it would be able to inherit the complete bloodline 

of the ancient beast — Solar Boa.” 

“Alright then, extract the tinder then.” Lin Huang had been stuck in the white flame-level for too long as 

he was not able to find a suitable tinder. The one that he was looking at was a good one indeed. 

He pressed his palm on the monster, and Xiao Hei immediately extracted the tinder. 

“The sun is rising! The blood sacrifice is ending! Let’s get back underground!” Lin Huang put away the 

monster carcass and ran toward them. Soon, they returned to the second underground floor but before 

they could ask him anything, Lin Huang found a place to sit and began merging his body with the Eclipse 

Boa’s tinder. His temporary upgrade in combat level that lasted for half an hour was forcefully ended by 

Xiao Hei. As his powerful aura faded back to white flame-level, his ascension to the next level began… 

Chapter 600: Leveling to the Crimson Flame-Level 

 

The sun rose in the ruins when it was past 5 a.m. The monsters that were fighting hard throughout the 

night returned underground while the ground was filled with carcasses and blood. A bloody shadow 

appeared not far above the collapsed site as Lin Huang and the rest returned underground for less than 



five minutes. The shadow seemed like a human that was made of a bloody mist, but nobody could tell if 

it was a human or some other creature. 

The bloody shadow floated in the air as it was looking at the burnt ground, seemingly looking for 

something. In less than five seconds, another shadow appeared less than twenty meters from it. It was a 

human corpse with part of its skeleton was showing. There was no skin left on its body, it was like a 

dead body that was ripped off its skin and dried before decaying. It was a disgusting thing to look at. 

“You’ve crossed the line, this is my territory.” The corpse sounded husky. 

The bloody shadow looked at the corpse and ignored it as it continued to look around. Suddenly, 

another two undead appeared next to it. One was a dragon while another was a bird. Three of them 

were in an odd condition as their bodies seemed to show part of their skeletons. 

“You shouldn’t be here.” The bird flapped its wings that were left with a couple of feathers and warned. 

“The blood sacrifice has ended and the sun is rising. We don’t have much time left, I’m sure you don’t 

want anything to go wrong now. Am I right?” The undead dragon said to the bloody shadow. 

The bloody shadow looked up into the sky and did not say a word before disappearing. 

“Why did that person come to our territory?” The bird asked the corpse. 

“I have no idea, I sensed its aura when I woke up. It seems to be a fight between it and an imperial-level 

earlier…” The corpse looked around. 

“Let’s not bother about it, it’s not the first time the fella invaded our territory. We don’t have much time 

left, let’s eat.” The dragon looked at the sky that was getting bright. 

The dragon and bird faded away, the human corpse was the only one left. It floated into the air and 

opened its mouth. The qi-blood of the monster carcasses on the ground turned into a bloody mist and 

was soon swallowed by the corpse. It was quite a majestic scene. If Lin Huang and the rest were still on 

the ground, they would see the flesh of the monsters, even those that were hiding underground being 

shredded away from their bodies. All that was left were their bones. 

However, the remains did not stay. Within seconds, they turned into a white mist, engulfed by the 

human corpse in the air. If one observed it closely, one could see there was flesh growing on the human 

corpse’s exposed ribs. It lasted for three to five minutes until all the qi-blood in the surrounding 

thousands of kilometers were gone. It then teleported to another area and began another round, 

engulfing the qi-blood… 

Lin Huang and the rest had no idea what happened on the ground. After a near-death experience, all of 

them hid quietly in the second underground floor while waiting for Lin Huang to level up patiently. They 

were chatting as they guarded the place while Lin Huang focused on leveling up. 

“Lin Huang’s secret skill is just too ridiculous, he can even upgrade his combat level twice!” Li Lang was 

envious. If only he could learn the secret skill himself. Although he would not be able to fight an 

imperial-level monster, he could definitely fight a few immortal-level monsters. 

“It’s mainly because he’s a supreme genius himself, and he has stunning abilities. We might not even be 

able to handle the boa’s attack even if we leveled-up to immortal-level rank-3. I’m sure I would’ve heard 



if there were immortal-level rank-3’s who could manage an imperial-level in the core zone, but nobody 

could even imagine doing that in Division 7. At least I’ve never heard of it.” Yi Zheng shook his head. 

“There are such geniuses in the core zone. I heard from my grandfather that there was a holy fire-level 

human who killed a demigod in Division 1 before. I’ve always thought it was just a myth until I found out 

it really happened when I traveled to Division 3. I heard the holy fire-level mastered a higher power that 

doesn’t belong on our life level. There had only been one genius like that who ever existed in the world. 

Naturally, there’s no one in our generation who can go against such a genius but there are a few 

immortal-level geniuses who could definitely kill an imperial-level monster. 

“There are people in the core zone that are so powerful?” Li Lang was skeptical. 

“The population in the core zones are more than tenfold of that in our division. They have better 

resources as well. It’s not out of this world that they managed to train such powerful people.” Yi Zheng 

explained. 

… 

Lin Huang had finally completed his level-up to the crimson flame-level when it was past 8 a.m. Aside 

from having a major upgrade in his body, his Life Power transformed as well. The Life Fire in his ten Life 

Wheels changed from a pure white to a crimson red, the first Life Fire that burned three hundred meters 

high was now burning at its original height at only a few centimeters, almost the same with the second 

Life Fire. Both of them were now parellel, not unlike two tea leaves. 

The Eclipse Boa’s skill was amazing. Lin Huang obtained an engulfing secret skill that was similar to 

Moon Engulf. That aside, Lin Huang also learned something new. The ruins were categorized into four 

parts with three demigods and a mysterious monster. The mysterious monster terrorized the last half of 

the ruins while the three demigod remnants had their own share of the remaining area. Even so, their 

territories were similar to half the size of the earth 

Every time the blood sacrifice ended, the four monsters would engulf the qi-blood in their territories, 

never once invading any of the other three other territories. The three demigods remnants were no 

longer remnants as their bodies were now semi-recovered from the blood sacrifice. Meanwhile, nobody 

had ever seen how the mysterious monster that managed to conquer the three demigod remnants 

looked like. Apart from the blood sacrifice, the four monsters would hibernate, only waking up during 

the blood sacrifice. 

Another piece of information was there was a large site in the central zone of the ruins. There would be 

white-robed people who would come in once in a while to gather around in that area… 

Lin Huang opened his eyes slowly as he digested the boa’s memories. Yi Zheng and the rest were having 

breakfast, while Bai and Lancelot joined them later. Lancelot was eating fried vegetable as usual while 

Bai rank a red, sweet and sour drink. The both of them had broken through the gold flame-level and had 

leveled-up to immortal-level rank-1 automatically. 

“Cough!” 

Lin Huang coughed as he realized that nobody noticed that he had woken up. Yi Zheng and the rest 

turned around and looked at him. 



“You’re finally awake!” They laughed. 

“Go wash up, we’re going to the next site after breakfast!” 

 


